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                         Present:-  B. Kshetri, AJS, 

                                       Munsiff No.1, Dhubri. 

 

          04/07/2017: Parties are represented. By this order I 

am going to dispose of the petition no. 1098 filed by 

defendant nos. 1 and 2 under Order VII Rule 11 of  

C.P.C to reject the plaint.  

            Vide petition no. 1098 dated 23/03/2017, 

defendant nos. 1 and 2 stated that plaintiff has not 

come to the court with clean hands and suppressed 

the material facts. It is stated that statement made 

in paragraph no. 5 of the plaint disclosing cause of 

action is false which is evident from the RSA No. 

258/2016 preferred by the defendant nos. 3 to 5 

against the defendant nos. 1 and 2 by challenging 

the decree of T. A. No. 10/2006 in respect of the 

same suit land. It was pleaded that as RSA No. 

258/2016 is pending before the Hon`ble Gauhati 

High Court in respect of the same suit land, the suit 

is barred under order VII rule 11 of C.P.C. In view of 

the above, it was prayed to reject the plaint.  

            Plaintiff filed written objection against the petition 

with the pleading that petition is not maintainable at 

this stage and the court has got no jurisdiction to 

reject the plaint at this stage of ex parte hearing. It 

was pleaded that if there is discloser of the cause of 

action, the rejection of the plaint is illegal. It was 

also pleaded that cause of action, parties, relief 

claimed and nature of the present suit and RSA No. 

258/2016 are not the same and hence neither the 

provision of section 10 nor order VII rule 11 of 

C.P.C. is applicable in this case. It was also pleaded 

that defendant being frustrated from not getting 



any order of their choice from the Hon`ble High 

Court, now has been beating about the bush with 

confusing and overlapping prayers. Hence, plaintiff 

prayed to dismiss the petition with cost.  

            During hearing, both sides reiterated their 

respective pleadings.  

            I have heard learned counsel for the sides and 

gone through the entire case record.  

            It appears that defendant have taken the plea of 

no cause of action for the suit of the plaintiff. 

Needless to say point of cause of action cannot be 

decided as a question of law which requires to be 

addressed by giving evidence. Admittedly the suit is 

proceeding ex parte against the present defendants. 

Again, it is an admitted position that present 

plaintiff was not a party in RSA No. 258/2016 which 

suggests that the petition of the defendants also 

lacks the ingredients of section 10 of C.P.C.  

            Learned counsel for the plaintiff argued that 

present defendants are not sure about their stand in 

this case. I find force and substance in the 

submission of learned counsel appearing for the 

plaintiff. Admittedly, present defendant vide petition 

no. 1100 prayed to accept their written statement 

reviewing the order dated 05/10/2016. And at the 

same time it was prayed for rejection of the plaint.  

            So, in view of the above, I find no merit in the 

petition no. 1098 and same is rejected. No order as 

to cost as it was not pressed for.  

            Accordingly this Misc. (J) case is dismissed on 

contest without cost.  

 


